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Application Hosting
Accelerator
Well Architected Ready
Traditional Data Infrastructure
Keeping your Application hosting infrastructure
up and running should not come at the cost of
security or eﬃciency. Utilizing Application Hosting
accelerator by ibexlabs gives you the tools to
jumpstart innovations and accelerate your cloud
journey.

I was looking for a strategic
partner to help me create and
implement a very robust, HIPAA
compliant, and secure AWS
infrastructure. I've been very
impressed with the entire Ibexlabs
team and highly recommend others
to work with them.

Constant need for security and
update monitoring
Day-to-day resource management
Cost of in-house IT support
Diﬃculty adhering to regulations

The Ibexlabs Solution

- Tim Heger
HEALTHBRIDGE FINANCIAL CTO/CISO

AWS Well-Architected Framework
scales with you
Quickly deploy application hosting
environments
Accelerate application hosting and
modernization
Free up resources by eliminating
manual provisioning
Faster time to market, lower
operational costs and faster speeds

Contact us to set up a FREE consultation and kick start your
DevOps transformation today.

GET A FREE CONSULTATION

Benefits

Operational Excellence

24/7 Security

Regulatory Compliance

Automated load balancing
and dynamic scaling
drastically increase fault
tolerance, all while curbing
downtime.

Firewalls, encryption and
other security tools that
ensure that your system
will be ready for any
cyberthreat.

If your business is looking
to expand, you need
infrastructure that can
handle it.

With 24/7 automatic
security management, your
guard is never down.

Multi-Platform

Whether HIPAA, PCI,
HiTrust, or any other
regulatory requirements,
we can institute a
framework suited to the
sensitivity of your data.

Build With You

Ibexlabs works with your code to increase
eﬃciency, security and scalability.

Have a system that grows alongside the data
needs of your business.

AWS Elastic Beanstalk supports hosting for
many popular frameworks written in
languages such as Java, NodeJS, Python and
Docker based deployments.

Security, load balancing and update
management scale with your data, including
over several availability zones.

When can we get started?
Full implementation of your application hosting
platform takes about four to six weeks. During
that time, Ibexlabs will help host or migrate your
application with minimal user impact.

Ibexlabs has helped many customers over the
years with cloud hosting and modernization
and achieved multiple AWS competencies
such as DevOps, Healthcare, MSP and is part
of AWS Well Architected Partner program.
We believe in customer obsession,
transparency and our reviews speak to the
results we helped deliver to our customers
over the years.

Contact us to set up a FREE consultation and kick start your
DevOps transformation today.

GET A FREE CONSULTATION

